MANIFESTO

I, DHURVKANT SHAKYAWAR (180110030) from MEMS Department, contesting for the post of SPORTS SECRETARY, if selected propose to do the followings:

INITIATIVES

• Try to maximize the freshies participation in every event.
• Propose to build badminton court.
• Propose to repair Volleyball court.

INTER-HOSTEL EVENTS

• Will ensure that all the events related information is publicized either on the social media or by poster/banners so that everyone got the information about events.
• Ensure active participation of hostel in each GC.
• Will upload old video and pictures of every upcoming event on every social media so that people may attract by seeing the videos.
• Conduct meet well before the event so that there should not be rush up at last.
• Ensure that there should not be problem in practice sessions like field or time regarding.
• Ensure that all the practice sessions are in discipline and on the time.
• Regular reminder will be given on every point of time about time and venue for practice.

HOSTEL EVENTS

• Ensure hostelmates are aware of all sports activities happening in hostel like H2CL through posters/banners and social media.
• Help in organising as well as executing the hostel events, like FUN2SHH.
• Ensure to celebrate the festivals in grand way.
GENERAL DUTIES

• Promote the Hostel culture.
• Coordinate with other council members.
• Help other Secretary whenever they needed.
• Will be in touch with other hostel’s Sports secretary.
• Prepare a database of all who gone in INTER-IIT and was/is in NSO and want to play.

CREDENTIALS

• Participated in DANCE MANIA.
• Organiser in Mood I(Events), Abhyuday(Events).
• Participated in Crossy GC.